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THE TIMES—
This vigorous and charming book.

WESTMINSTER GAZETTE—
Makes the reviewer forget his functions, and turns him into a boy who can stomach any amount of rhetoric if only he is allowed to bear a hand in building that wonderful raft.

THE NATION—
A fresh and vivid account of conditions that will have disappeared with the present generation.

THE TIMES—
(A second review.) A delightful record by a true lover of the wilds who has the gift of writing.

EVENING STANDARD—
A remarkably fascinating life is this to which Mr. Washburn introduces us.
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"A Fresh and Inspiring Story."
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THE TIMES—
The reader is never wearied with the excess of music upon one note.

THE MORNING POST—
A fresh and inspiring story.

THE OBSERVER—
A romance of rare realism.

WESTMINSTER GAZETTE—
Well done; very well done, in fact.

PALL MALL GAZETTE—
Differs entirely from the ordinary novel. . . .
Has a peculiar fascination.

LIVERPOOL POST—
Wholly enjoyable and conspicuously fresh. One of the sweetest and most wholesome romances we have read for a long time.

SATURDAY REVIEW—
A more than ordinarily attractive novel.
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WHEN Mr. Washburn sent the original typescript of the notes that make up this volume, he accompanied it with a letter in which he said he depended on the writer to exercise his judgment as to whether the matter should be published in book form or not: and in case of publication to give it careful and if need be drastic revision. The writer's judgment being that there was in these notes a sincere and even valuable book, there remained but to take advantage of the free hand which the Author gave him in the matter of revision.

The result is a considerably compressed book, but owing, however, to the limitations of time and knowledge on the part of the writer, and the impossibility of submitting proofs to the Author, there are no doubt technical and literary crudities which Mr. Washburn would have made right in normal circumstances. For the present they must remain, and if in trying to improve a passage which bad typescript made difficult to understand, the writer has made "howlers," he hereby absolves Mr. Washburn and accepts full blame.

A. M.